Lacq Rapidoil 2C
Lacq Rapidoil 2C is a product consisting 2 components.
The A component is based on a vegetable oil and
completely free of solvents. Just one coat of the product
gives colour and protection to the wooden surface. When
the solvent free accelerator (B component) is added, the
drying process of the oil is shortened considerably so the
surface can be used in less time. The A component can be
used as maintenance oil on surfaces that have been
treated with Rapidoil before.

Colours and protects the wooden
surface with just one coat

Economical in use: ca. 30m2/L
(depending on the surface)

High penetration of the surface,
nourishes the wood from within.

Suited for all wooden surfaces
Flooring and furniture

95% renewable product
Very Durable
8 premixed colours which can be used
together to form new colours

Durable against heat

Enriches the natural look of the wood

Rapid dryingtime: 80% in 2 days

Completely solvent free

Can be cleaned with water and soap
after 5 days.

Durable protection with just one coat

How to use
1. Untreated wooden surface: Sand the surface according to the standards applied
on the wood. Never sand above 120… Be aware that sanding marks and other
inconsistencies will be extra visible after applying Rapidoil. After sanding make sure
all dust and other remains are removed thoroughly.
2. Blend the A and B component together 3:1. Stir thoroughly for about 2 minutes.
3. Before applying Rapidoil, be sure the surface is completely dry. Use a small
amount of Rapidoil and apply it on parts of the total surface of approx.. 5-10m2. Use
a lint free cloth or as floorboy with beige pad.
4. Allow Rapidoil to work for a few minutes. Within 15 minutes, remove the ample oil .
Use a lint free cloth or a floorboy with the white pad. The surface must be hand dry .
Use this method for every zone.
5. In well ventilated rooms, the surface can be used again in just 24-36 hours. After
five days the surface can be cleaned using water and the right soap.
Tools can be cleaned using white spirit.
Use:
30-50 m2/L depending on the wood, sanding method, applying method and pre
treatment. Lacq Rapidoil can be used 4-6 hours after putting both components
together.
The coverage of the product are indications. Results are strongly depending on the
wood and the pre treatment. We recommend to always test the product first to
measure the coverage and results.
Protects and colour the surface with just one coat
The product is ready to use, no dilution needed.
CAUTION!: Used cloths etc. Can selfcombust. Always overflow with water.

